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1. INTRODUCTION
In the present paper we pursue our investigations of interpolation
problems in the space H p=q of p = q-matrices with entries in the Hardy2
w xspace H of the unit disk. In 3 we considered the following two-sided2
residue problems in H p=q, whose data set is an ordered collection2
V s C , C , A , A , B , B , G 1.1 4  .q y p z q y 1
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of seven matrices C , C g C m= np , B , B g C nz=m , A g C np=np , A gq y q y p z
C nz=nz , and G g C nz=np and which consists of the following: gi¨ en a set of1
 . m= mmatrices 1.1 find all functions H g H such that2
y1
Res zI y A B H z s B 1.2 .  . . zsv z q y
vgD
y1Res H z C zI y A s C 1.3 .  .  . zsv y p q
vgD
y1 y1Res zI y A B H z C zI y A s G , 1.4 .  .  . . zsv z q y p 1
vgD
under the constraint
1def 2p Ui t i t :H , H s Tr H e H e dt F k , 1.5 .  .  . .H2p 0
  .  .and the left-sided residue problem i.e., when conditions 1.3 and 1.4 are
.not in force under the constraint
1 2pdef Ui t i tw xH , H s H e H e dt F F 1.6 .  .  .H2p 0
for some preassigned number k ) 0 and some nonnegati¨ e matrix F g C q=q.
 .Condition 1.6 has an interpretation in terms of l rl stability of1 2
 w x w x .systems see 14 for the scalar case and 8 for the vector case .
 .  .The interpolation problem 1.2 ] 1.4 was introduced by J. Ball, I.
w xGohberg, and L. Rodman in 12, 11 , and solved in various classes of
 w x.  .functions see 11 . The condition 1.4 is added here in order to take into
account the possible intersection of the spectra of the matrices A andz
A . Here we consider these interpolation problems in three subclasses ofp
H p=q, which we now describe:2
p=q .DEFINITION 1.1. We denote by H J , J the space of all functions2 1 2
H g H p=q which satisfy the symmetry relation2
J H yz J s H z , 1.7 .  .  .1 2
where J g C p=p and J g C q=q are two given signature matrices: J s1 2 i
JU s Jy1.i i
 .In the next two families, p s q s m .
m= m .DEFINITION 1.2. We denote by H J the space of all functions2
H g H m= m which satisfy the symmetry relation2
U
H z s JH z J 1.8 .  .  .
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 m= m U y1.where J g C is a fixed signature matrix: J s J s J or equiva-
lently, which take J-selfadjoint values on the real axis.
DEFINITION 1.3. We denote by H m= m the space of all symmetric2, S
functions H g H m= m2
TH z s H z , 1.9 .  .  .
where H T denotes the transpose of H.
Since the indicated subclasses are convex, existence of solutions follow
w xfrom the analysis of 11 . Indeed, it is shown there how to find a solution
 .without poles in the closed unit disk and hence with entries in H ; for2
 .   .  . .such a solution H, the function F z s H z q J H yz J r2 belongs1 2
p=q  .  .to H and is a solution of the interpolation 1.2 ] 1.4 . Our contribution2
here is to give an explicit description of all of the solutions, and in
 .particular of the minimal norm solution which exists, by convexity .
w xIn a separate publication 4 , we consider interpolation problems with
 .the constraint 1.7 when p s q, J s J and when H varies in the class of1 2
Caratheodory functions i.e., functions analytic in the unit disk, and whoseÂ
.real part is nonnegative there . The motivation there originates with the
 w x.theory of periodically correlated random sequences see 18 and the
w xmethods used are from state space theory 15 , in a way similar to the
w x  .papers 9, 2 . Interpolation with the symmetry 1.7 in the class of
Caratheodory functions was the motivation for the definition of the classÂ
p=q . p=q .H J , J . The class H J , J , with2 1 2 2 1 2
1 0 0 1J s , J s1 2 /  /0 y1 1 0
 w xalso appears in the theory of biperiodic systems see 16, 17 for the
. w xdefinitions of such systems ; this is elaborated upon in 5 . Our motivation
to consider two-sided residue interpolation problems in the classes
m= m . m= m w xH J and H comes from the preprint 13 , and we thank Professor2 2, S
J. Ball for sending us this preprint.
w xThe connections between the works 11, 12 and our study of interpola-
w xtion in H spaces developed here and in 3 will be mentioned in the paper.2
They become even stronger when one thinks of nonstationary analogues of
 w xthe present work. We refer to 6, 19 for further information on this
w xframework; the paper 10 extends the approach of Ball, Gohberg, and
.Rodman to the nonstationary case. Some results on nonstationary H2
w xinterpolation appear in 1 . We will consider these problems in a future
publication.
The outline of the paper is as follows; the paper consists of six sections;
this introduction is the first section; the second section defines precisely
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the problems to be solved. Some preliminaries are presented in the third
section. Each of the following three sections is devoted to one interpola-
tion problem. The fourth section is written in details; the other two cases
are written more sketchily, since the computations are quite similar.
2. THE INTERPOLATION PROBLEMS
We now introduce the problems to be studied: each one is a two-sided
residue interpolation problem, suitably adapted to the given symmetry.
p=q .2.1. The Case of H J , J2 1 2
p=q .In the space H J , J we consider the two-sided residue problem2 1 2
whose data set is an ordered collection
V s C , C , A , A , B , B , G , G 2.1 4  .q y p z q y 1 2
of eight matrices C g C p=np , C g C q=np , A g C np=np , A g C nz=nz ,q y p z
B g C nz=p , B g C nz=q, and G , G g C nz=np.q y 1 2
 p=q ..We denote by RP H J , J the following problem: gi¨ en a set V of2 1 2
 . p=q .matrices 2.1 find all functions H g H J , J such that the conditions2 1 2
 .  .1.2 ] 1.4 hold
y1 y1Res zI y A B H z J C zI q A s G . 2.2 .  .  . . zsv z q 2 y p 2
vgD
 .  .  .The condition 2.2 is added to the conditions 1.2 ] 1.4 in order to take
 .into account the symmetry 1.7 .
We assume that the spectra of A and A are in D. The followingp z
Sylvester equations
A G y G A s B C y B C ,z 1 1 p y y q q
2.3 .
A G q G A s B J C y B J Cz 2 2 p y 2 y q 2 q
 .  .  .follow from 1.2 ] 1.4 and 2.2 , and are thus necessary conditions for the
 . p=q .  .  .problem I V to be solvable. Let H g H J , J satisfy 1.2 ] 1.4 and2 1 2
 .  .2.2 . Then in view of 1.7 it also satisfies the supplementary conditions
y1
Res zI q A B J H z s B J 2.4 .  . . zsv z q 1 y 2
vgD
y1Res H z J C zI q A s J C 2.5 .  .  . zsv 2 y p 1 q
vgD
y1 y1Res zI q A B J H z J C zI q A s yG 2.6 .  .  . . zsv z q 1 2 y p 1
vgD
y1 y1Res zI q A B J H z C zI y A s yG . 2.7 .  .  . . zsv z q 1 y p 2
vgD
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 .  .  .  .  .The interpolation conditions 1.2 ] 1.4 and 2.2 together with 2.4 ] 2.7
p=q .for the function H g H J , J can be rewritten as2 1 2
y1
Res zI y A B H z s B 2.8 .  . . zsv z q y
vgD
y1Res H z C zI y A s C 2.9 .  .  . zsv y p q
vgD
y1 y1Res zI y A B H z C zI y A s G , 2.10 .  .  . . zsv z q y p
vgD
where
B Bq yB s , B s ,q y /  /B J B Jq 1 y 2
C s C J C , C s C J C .  .y y 2 y q q 1 q
A 0G G A 0z1 2 p
G s , A s , A s .z p /  /yG yG 0 yA 0 yA /2 1 z p
2.11 .
 .  .It follows from 2.8 ] 2.10 that G satisfies the Sylvester equation
A G y GA s B C y B C 2.12 .z p y y q q
 p=q ..which is therefore a necessary condition for the problem RP H J , J2 1 2
to be solvable.
The conditions
Ran B ; span Ran A j B , j s 0, 1, . . . , 4y z q
`
jKer C > Ker C A 2.13 .Fq y p
js0
Ran G ; span Ran A j B , j s 0, 1, . . . , 4z q
` 2.14 .
jKer G > Ker C AF y p
js0
are also necessary conditions for the problem to be solvable, and follow
 .  .  .from 2.8 ] 2.10 . We will say that the collection 2.1 is an admissible
 .  .interpolation data set if s A j s A ; D and associated matrices C ,p z q
 .  .C , A , A , B , B , G satisfy the conditions 2.12 ] 2.14 . We shall showy p z q y
that for every admissible interpolation data set V the problem
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 p=q ..   .  .RP H J , J has a solution i.e., the conditions 2.12 ] 2.14 are also2 1 2
 p=q .. .sufficient for the problem RP H J , J to be solvable .2 1 2
 .  .  .The interpolation problem 2.8 ] 2.10 together with the condition 2.12
w x w xwas, as mentioned in the Introduction, introduced and solved in 12 . In 3
w xwe provided alternative proofs of some of the results of 12 taking into
account the H structure, and obtained a description of all the functions2
p=q  .  .H g H satisfying the interpolation conditions 1.2 ] 1.4 , with the2
 .  .  w x.constraints 1.5 or 1.6 . There as well as in 12 it was assumed that
 .  .A ,B and C , A are respectively a full range pair and a null kernelz q y p
pair, i.e.,
`
j N=1 j  4span Ran A B , j s 0, 1 . . . s C , Ker C A s 0 . 4 Fz q y p
js0
 .  .Note that these conditions do not imply that A , B and C , A arez q y p
respectively a full range pair and a null kernel pair. For example, let
 .  .A s 0 , B s I . Then A , B is a full range pair while A , B sz p q p z q z q
Ip  ..  .0 , is not. The left-sided condition 2.8 for such a choice of A and2 p zJ1
 .B is equivalent to H 0 s B . This interpolation problem has a solutionq y
p=q .in the class H J , J if and only if B s J B J which corresponds2 1 2 y 1 y 2
 .exactly to the first condition from 2.13 .
m= m .2.2. The Case of H J2
 m= m ..We denote by RP H J the following residue problem: gi¨ en an2
ordered set of nine matrices
V s C , C , A , A , B , B , G , G , G , 2.15 4  .q y p z q y 1 2 3
where C , C g C m= np , B , B g C nz=m , A , G g C np=np , A , G gq y q y p 3 z 2
nz=nz nz=np m= m .C , and G g C , find all functions H g H J which satisfy1 2
 .  .1.2 ] 1.4 and
y1 y1U URes zI y A B H z JB zI y A s G 2.16 .  . .  . zsv z q q z 2
vgD
y1 y1U URes zI y A C JH z C zI y A s G . 2.17 .  .  .  . zsv p y y p 3
vgD
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m= m .  .  .  .Let H g H J satisfy 1.2 ] 1.4 ; in view of 1.8 it also satisfies the2
supplementary conditions
y1U U URes H z JB zI y A s JB 2.18 .  . . zsv q z y
vgD
y1U U URes zI y A C JH z s C J 2.19 .  .  . zsv p y q
vgD
y1y1U U U U URes zI y A C JH z JB zI y A s G , 2.20 .  .  . . zsv p y q z 1
vgD
 .  .  .while the conditions 2.16 and 2.17 both with 1.8 imply
G s GU , G s GU . 2.21 .2 2 3 3
 .  .  .  .The interpolation conditions 1.2 ] 1.4 together with 2.18 ] 2.20 for the
m= m .  .  .function H g H J can be rewritten as 2.8 ] 2.10 , with2
B Bq yB s , B s ,U Uq y /  /C J C Jy q
C s C JBU , C s C JBU , .  .y y q q q y
A 0 A 0G G z p1 2
G s , A s , A s . 2.22 .UU Uz p 0 A /G G  /  /0 A z3 1 p
 .  .  .It follows from 2.8 ] 2.10 that G satisfies the Sylvester equation 2.12 ,
 m= m ..which is therefore a necessary condition for the problem RP H J to2
 .  .be solvable. We also note that 2.13 and 2.14 are necessary conditions
 .for the problem to be solvable. We will say that the collection 2.15 is an
 .  .admissible interpolation data set if s A j s A ; D and if the associ-p z
ated matrices C , C , A , A , B , B , G satisfy the conditionsq y p z q y
 .  .2.12 ] 2.14 . We will show that for every admissible interpolation data set
 m= m ..the problem RP H J has a solution.2
2.3. The Case of H m= m2, S
m= m  m= m.In H we consider the problem RP H : Gi¨ en an ordered set of2, S 2, S
 . m= m .  .  .matrices 2.15 , find all functions H g H J which satisfy 1.2 ] 1.42
and
y1y1 T TRes zI y A B H z B zI y A s G 2.23 .  . .  . zsv z q q z 2
vgD
y1 y1T TRes zI y A C H z C zI y A s G . 2.24 .  .  . . zsv p y y p 3
vgD
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m= m  .  .  .If H g H satisfies 1.2 ] 1.4 , then in view of 1.9 it also satisfies the2, S
additional conditions
y1T T TRes H z B zI y A s B 2.25 .  . . zsv q z y
vgD
y1T T TRes z y A C H z s C 2.26 .  . . zsv p y q
vgD
y1y1 UT T T TRes zI y A C H z B zI y A s G , 2.27 .  . .  . zsv p y q z 1
vgD
 .  .  .while the conditions 2.23 and 2.24 both with 1.9 imply
G s GT , G s GT . 2.28 .2 2 3 3
 .  .  .  .The interpolation conditions 1.2 ] 1.4 together with 2.23 ] 2.27 for the
m= m .  .  .function H g H J can be rewritten in the form 2.8 ] 2.10 where2
B Bq y
B s , B s ,q yT T /  /C Cy q
C s C BT , C s C BT , .  .y y q q q y
A 0 A 0G G z p1 2
G s , A s , A s . 2.29 .z p TT T / 0 A /  /G G 0 A z3 1 p
 .  .As for the previous problems, we will show that conditions 2.12 ] 2.14
  ..with the matrices defined in 2.29 are necessary and sufficient conditions
 m= m.for the problem RP H to be solvable.2, S
 p=q ..  m= m ..  m= m.We denote by RP H J , J , RP H J , and RP H thek 2 1 2 k 2 k 2, S
 .above interpolation problem to which has been added the constraint 1.5 .
3. INTERPOLATION PROBLEM IN H p=q2
As we have just seen, all the above ``symmetry'' problems can be
 .  .reduced to the residue problem 2.8 ] 2.10 with a special structure of the
matrices C , C , A , A , B , B , G in each case. In this section weq y p z q y
p=q  .  .describe all functions H g H satisfying 2.8 ] 2.10 , and denote this2
 p=q.interpolation problem by RP H . We first look for all functions satisfy-2
 .ing the left-sided condition 2.8 and then choose among all such functions
 .  .those ones which satisfy also 2.9 and 2.10 . This section is essentially of a
w xreview nature; we follow our previous paper 3 . The new point with
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respect to that paper is that no controllability or observability condition is
assumed. A number of results appear already, in the minimal case and in
w xthe framework of analytic functions, in 12 .
3.1. Preliminaries
Here we prove a number of preliminary lemmas needed in the sequel.
The first result is well known.
LEMMA 3.1. The Stein equations
P y A P AU s B BU 3.1 .L z L z q q
P y AU P A s CU C 3.2 .R p R p y y
ha¨e unique solutions P , P gi¨ en byL R
` `
U U k U k Uk kP s A B B A , P s A C C A 3.3 . L z q q z R k y y p
ks0 ks0
which are positi¨ e semidefinite.
 .  .Note that if A , B is a full range pair and C , A is a null kernelz q y p
pair then the matrices P and P are strictly positive.L R
Given a positive semidefinite matrix P, the Moore]Penrose pseudoin-
verse matrix Pwy1x is uniquely defined by the conditions
Pwy1xP s P Pwy1x s Pwy1x , Pwy1xP s PPwy1xP 3.4 .Ran P Ran P Ran P
 w x.see 20, 21 . Here, P denotes the orthogonal projection onto Ran PRan P
and since P is hermitian, we have for the orthogonal projection PKer P
P s I y P s I y Pwy1xP s I y PPwy1x . 3.5 .Ker P Ran P
 .Remark 3.2. It follows from 3.3 that
Ran P s span Ran A j B , j s 0, 1, . . . , 4L z q
` 3.6 .
jKer P s Ker C AFR y p
js0
 .  .which both with 2.13 , 2.14 implies
P B s B , P G s G ,Ran P y y Ran PL L
P CU s CU , P GU s GU . 3.7 .Ran P q q Ran PR R
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LEMMA 3.3. Let m g T be an arbitrary point on the unit circle and let
 .  .Q z, m , Q z, m be the functions defined asL R
y1 y1U U wy1xQ z , m s I q z y m B I y zA P mI y A B , 3.8 .  .  . .  .L p q z L z q
and
y1 y1U Uwy1xQ z , m s I q z y m C mI y A P I y zA C . 3.9 .  .  .  .  .R q y p R p y
Then
 .i Q and Q are inner in D and for z, v points of analyticity ofL R
Q , Q ,L R
U
I y Q z , m Q v , m .  .p L L
y1y1U U wyL xs 1 y zv B I y zA P I y vA B , 3.10 .  . .  .q z L z q
and
U
I y Q v , m Q z , m .  .q R R
y1 y1U Uwy1xs 1 y zv C I y vA P I y zA C . 3.11 .  .  . .y p R p y
 .ii For e¨ery choice of n g T,
Q z , m Q m , n s Q z , n , .  .  .L L L
3.12 .
Q m , n Q z , m s Q z , n . .  .  .R R R
 . We note that the function Q z, m is the unique inner function up to aL
.  .right unitary multiplicative constant having left null pair equal to A , B .z q
 . The function Q z, m is the unique inner function up to a left unitaryR
.  . w xmultiplicative constant with right null pair C , A . See 11, 7 in they p
minimal case.
 .Proof of Lemma 3.3. In view of 3.8 ,
y1y1U U UI y Q z , m Q v , m s B I y zA F z , v I y vA B , .  .  . .  .p L L q z z q
3.13 .
where
y1wy1xF z , v s y z y m P mI y A I y vA .  .  .  .L z z
y1U U wy1xy v y m I y zA mI y A P .  .  .z z L
y1wy1xy z y m v y m P mI y A .  .  .L z
=
y1U U wy1xB B mI y A P . .q q z L
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 .  .Using 3.1 in this last equality and taking into account the properties 3.5
of the Moore]Penrose inverse, we obtain
y1wy1x wy1xF z , v s 1 y zv P q z y m v y m P I y mA P .  .  .  .  .L L z Ker PL
y1U wy1xq z y m v y m P I y mA P . 3.14 .  . .  .Ker P z LL
 .In view of the first relation in 3.6 ,
y1
P I y zA B ' 0. 3.15 . .Ker P z qL
 .  .  .Substituting 3.14 into 3.13 and taking into account 3.15 we obtain
 .  .  .3.10 . The equality 3.11 is obtained quite similarly using 3.2 .
 .  .From 3.10 and 3.11 we conclude that the expressions
 .  .U  .U  .Q z, m Q v, m and Q v, m Q z, m do not depend on m g T.L L R R
Therefore, for every choice of n g T,
U U
Q z , m Q v , m s Q z , n Q v , n , .  .  .  .L L L L
U U
Q v , m Q z , m s Q v , n Q z , n .  .  .  .R R R R
  .  ..and since Q , Q are inner this follows from 3.10 and 3.11 ,L R
Q z , m U s Q z , n , U Q z , m s Q z , n 3.16 .  .  .  .  .L L L R R R
for some unitary matrices U g C p=p and U g C q=q. Setting z s m inL R
 .  .  .3.16 and taking into account that Q m, m s I and Q m, m s I weL p R q
 .  .  .get U s Q m, n , U s Q m, n which leads to 3.12 .L L R R
3.2. Left-Sided Problem
In this section we describe all functions H g H p=q satisfying the2
 .condition 2.8 .
 .  .LEMMA 3.4. Let Q z, m be the function defined ¨ia 3.8 and let H beL L
the C p=q-¨alued function gi¨ en by
y1U U wy1xH z s B I y zA P B . 3.17 .  . .L q z L y
p=q  .Then H belongs to H , satisfies the condition 2.8 , andL 2
U wy1x  : U wy1xw xH , H s B P B , H , H s Tr B P B . 3.18 .L L y L y L L y L y
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 .Proof. Since s A ; D, the function H is analytic in some neigh-z L
 .  .  .bourhood of D. It follows from 3.1 , 3.4 , and 3.7 that for all w g R,
y1 y1U U Uwy1x yiw iw wy1xB P I y e A B B I y e A P B .  .y L z q q z L y
y1 y1U Uwy1x iw iw wy1xs B P P I y e A q e I y A A P P B .  . 5y L L z z z L L y
y1 y1U Uiw wy1x wy1x iws B P I y e A P q P e I y A A P B .  . 5y Ran P z L L z z Ran P yL L
y1 y1U Uiw wy1x wy1x iws B I y e A P q P e y A A B 3.19 . .  . 5y z L L z z y
 .which both with 3.17 implies
1 2p y1 y1U Uiw wy1x wy1x iww xH , H s B I y e A P q P e I y A A dwB .  .H  5L L y z L L z z y2p 0
s BU Pwy1xB .y L y
So, H g H p=q and furthermore,L 2
y1 y1U U wy1xRes zI y A B B I y zA P B .  . zsv z q q z L y
vgD
y1 y1U U wy1xs Res zI y A P y A P A I y zA P B 4 .  . zsv z L z L z z L y
vgD
y1 y1U U wy1xs Res P A I y zA q zI y A P P B .  .  5zsv L z z z L L y
vgD
y1s Res zI y A P B s P B s B . zsv z Ran P y Ran P y yL L
vgD
 .and thus, H satisfies 2.8 .L
We will show in the sequel that H has the minimal norm among allL
p=q  .H -solutions to the problem 2.8 . We note that every function H g2
p=q  .H which satisfies condition 2.8 is of the form2
H z s H z q C z , 3.20 .  .  .  .L
where C is a function in H p=q such that2
y1
Res zI y A B C z s 0. 3.21 .  . . zsv z q
vgD
The following lemma and theorem are particular instances, in the minimal
w xcase, of 12, Theorem 4.2 . Proofs are provided for completeness.
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LEMMA 3.5. The function C belongs to H p=q and satisfies the condition2
 .3.21 if and only if it admits a representation
ÃC z s Q z , m H z , 3.22 .  .  .  .L
Ã p=q .where Q is gi¨ en by 3.8 and H g H .L 2
Proof. Since Q is inner in D,L
Ã Ã Ã Ãw xC , C s Q H , Q H s H , H ,L L
3.23 .
Ã Ã Ã Ã :  :  :C , C s Q H , Q H s H , HL L
p=q Ã p=q .and thus, C of the form 3.22 belongs to H if and only if H g H .2 2
 .  .  .  .Furthermore, in view of 3.1 , 3.4 , 3.6 , and 3.8 ,
y1
zI y A B Q z , m . .z q L
y1 y1s zI y A B q z y m zI y A . .  .z q z
y1 y1U U wy1x= P y A P A I y aZ P mI y A B 4  .  .L z L z z L z q
y1s zI y A B q z y m . .z q
y1 y1 y1U U wy1x= P A I y zA q zI y A P P mI y A B .  .  . 5L z z z L L z q
y1 y1s zI y A I q z y m P mI y A B . .  . 5z Ran P z qL
y1 y1U U wy1xq z y m P A I y zA P mI y A B .  .  .L z z L z q
y1 y1U U wy1xs I q z y m P A I y zA P mI y A B . .  .  . 5L z z L z q
y1 Ã .  .  .  .Since s A ; D, the function zI y A B Q z, m H z is analytic inz z q L
ÃD for every H analytic in D and therefore, every function C of the form
 .  .3.22 satisfies the condition 2.8 .
 .Conversely, let C satisfy 3.22 . We have to show that the function
Ã y1 y1 .  .H s Q C is analytic in D. Since Q is inner, Q z, m s Q 1rz, m *L L L L
 .which on account of 3.8 , leads to
y1 y1U Uy1 wy1xQ z , m s I y z y m B I y mA P zI y A B 3.24 .  .  . .  .L q z L z q
and therefore,
Ã y1H z s Q z , m C z .  .  .L
y1U U wy1xs I q B I y mA P B C z . . /q z L q
y1 y1U U wy1xq B I y mA P mI y A z y A B C z . . .  .  .q z L z z q
3.25 .
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 .Since s A ; D and since C is an analytic in D function satisfying thez
 .  .y1  . condition 2.8 , the function zI y A B C z is also analytic in D see,z q
Ãw x.  .e.g., 3 . Returning to 3.25 we conclude that H is analytic in D and thus,
 .C admits the required representation 3.22 .
 .Using 3.20 and Lemma 3.5 we obtain:
p=q  .THEOREM 3.6. All functions H g H which satisfy 2.8 are2
parametrized by the formula
ÃH z s H z q Q z , m H z , 3.26 .  .  .  .  .L L
 .  .where H and Q are the functions gi¨ en by 3.17 and 3.8 , respecti¨ ely,L L
Ã p=qand H is a free parameter from H .2
This last theorem can be completed by the following
Ã .LEMMA 3.7. The representation 3.26 is orthogonal, i.e., for e¨ery H g
H p=q,2
Ã Ã :Q H , H s 0, Q H , H s 0. 3.27 .L L L L
 .  .  .  .Proof. Using 3.1 , 3.8 , 3.17 , and 3.19 we obtain
Uiw iwH e Q e , m .  .L L
y1U wy1x yiws B P I y e A B .y L z q
y1Uiw wy1x yiwq e y m B P I y e A P .  .y L z Ran PL
y1 y1Uiw wy1x wy1xyP I y e A P y P mI y A B . . . 5Ran P z L L z qL
 .  .Taking into account the first equalities from 3.6 and 3.7 we can
transform the last one as
Uiw iwH e Q e , m .  .L L
y1U Uwy1x yiw iws B P I y e A B q e y m B . .y L z q y
y1 y1 y1U Uwy1x yiw iw iw wy1x= P Iye A ye A Iye A P mIyA B . .  . 5L z z z L z q
y1 y1U U Uiw iw wy1xs e B I y mA I y e A P mI y A B .  . .y z z L z q
and therefore,
1 2p Uiw iw iwÃ ÃQ H , H s H e Q e , m H e dw s 0 .  . .HL L L L2p 0
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  . U  U . U .y1 wy1xsince the function X z s B I y mA I y zA P m I yy z z L
y1 Ã q=q 2p iw iw.  .  . .A B H z belongs to H , it holds that H e X e dw s 0 . Thez q 2 0
 .second equality in 3.27 is a direct consequence of the first one.
3.3. Right-Sided Problem
The right-sided residue problem which consists in finding all functions
p=q  .H g H satisfying the condition 2.9 can be easily reduced to a left-sided2
problem in the class H q=p. Indeed, setting2
def U q=pÄH z s H z g H J , J 3.28 .  .  .  .2 2 1
 .we rewrite 2.9 as
y1U U UÄRes zI y A C H z s C . 3.29 .  .  . zsv p y q
vgD
Ä Äw x w xUnfortunately, H, H / H, H and this is one of the reasons why the
 .right-sided conditions do not suit the constraint 1.6 . Nevertheless, in view
 .of 3.28 ,
1def 2p Uiw iw :H , H s Tr H e H e dw .  . .H2p 0
1 2p defUiwÄ Ä Ä Ä :s Tr H e H iw dw s H , H , 3.30 .  .  . .H2p 0
 .which allows us to solve the right-sided problem 2.9 with the constraint
 .1.5 .
Using the results from the previous section we can describe the set of all
Ä q=p  .functions H g H which satisfy the condition 3.29 . Returning to the2
 .  .  .initial problem 2.9 by the formula 3.28 and taking into account 3.30
we have:
 .LEMMA 3.8. Let Q be the function gi¨ en by 3.9 and let H be theR R
C p=q-¨alued function defined by
y1U Uy1H z s C P I y zA C . 3.31 .  .  .R q R p y
Then
 . p=q  .i H belongs to H , satisfies 2.9 , andR 2
 : wy1x UH , H s Tr C P C ; 3.32 .R R q R q
Ã p=q .ii for e¨ery choice of H g H2
Ã :H , HQ s 0. 3.33 .R R
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p=q  .THEOREM 3.9. All functions H g H which satisfy 2.9 are pa-2
rametrized by the formula
ÃH z s H z q H z Q z , 3.34 .  .  .  .  .R R
Ã .  .where H and Q are gi¨ en by 3.31 , 3.9 , and H is a free parameter inR R
H p=q.2
w xThe preceding result appears in 12 in the minimal case, when rational
functions are taken in place of H functions.2
3.4. Solutions to the Two-Sided Problem
Using the results from the two previous subsections we now describe the
 p=q.  p=q.set of all the solutions to the problems RP H and RP H . By2 k 2
p=q  .Theorem 3.6 all functions H g H satisfyig the condition 2.8 are given2
Ã .by the formula 3.26 . It is possible to restrict the set of parameter H in
 .  .3.26 in such a way that the function H of the form 3.26 will also satisfy
 .  .2.9 and 2.10 .
 . p=qLEMMA 3.10. The function H of the form 3.26 belongs to H and2
 .  .satisfies conditions 2.9 and 2.10 if and only if the corresponding parameter
Ã p=qH belongs to H and satisfies2
y1Ã ÃRes H z C zI y A s C , 3.35 .  .  . zsv y p q
vgD
Ã p=2 npwhere C g C is the matrix defined byq
y1U U wy1xÃC s I y B I y mA P B C . 5q q z L q q
y1U U wy1xq B I y mA P mI y A G . 3.36 . .  .q z L z
 .Proof. It follows from 3.26 that
y1ÃRes H z C zI y A .  . zsv y p
vgD
y1y1s Res Q z H z y H z C zI y A . 3.37 .  .  .  .  . . zsv L L y p
vgD
 .  .  .Using 3.1 , 3.17 , 3.24 , and taking into account the first equalities from
 .  .3.6 , 3.7 we get
y1U Uy1 wy1xQ z , m H z s B I y mA P .  .  .L L q z L
y1
= mI y A zI y A B . 3.38 . .  .z z y
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Furthermore,
y1U Uy1 wy1xQ z , m H z s I y B I y mA P B H z .  .  . . 5L q z L q
y1U U wy1xq B I y mA P mI y A .  .q z L z
y1
= zI y A B H z , 3.39 .  . .z q
 .  .  .  .and if H satisfies 2.9 , 2.10 , then 3.38 , 3.39 being substituted into
 .  . w x3.37 , imply 3.35 . The converse was proved in 3 for m s 1 and P ) 0,L
and can be easily adapted for an arbitrary m g T and P G 0.L
Ã p=q  .According to Theorem 3.9, all functions H g H satisfying 3.35 are2
of the form
Ã ÃH z s H z q h z Q z , m , 3.40 .  .  .  .  .R R
 .where Q is defined by 3.9 ,R
y1U Uwy1xÃ ÃH z s C P I y zA C , 3.41 .  .  .R q R p y
p=q  .  .and h is an arbitrary function from H . Substituting 3.40 and 3.262
we come to the following theorem which, for rational functions, appears
w x.in 11 .
 p=q.THEOREM 3.11. All solutions to the problem RP H are parametrized2
by the formula
ÃH z s H z q Q z , m H z q Q z , m h z Q z , m , 3.42 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .L L R L R
Ã  .  .  .where H , H , Q , and Q are the functions defined by 3.17 , 3.41 , 3.8 ,L R L R
 . p=qand 3.9 respecti¨ ely, and h is a free parameter in H .2
Ã Ã Ã wy1x ÃU :According to Lemma 3.8, H , H s Tr C P C and the represen-R R q R q
 .tation 3.42 is orthogonal. Since Q and Q are unitary on T, thenL R
U wy1x Ã wy1x ÃU :  :H , H s Tr B P B q Tr C P C q h , h . 3.43 .y L y q R q
This last equality leads to the description of all the solutions to the
 p=q.problem RP H .k 2
THEOREM 3.12.
 .  p=q.i The problem RP H is sol¨ able if and only ifk 2
U wy1x Ã wy1x ÃUTr B P B q Tr C P C F ky L y q R q
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Ã .  .  .and it has a unique solution H z q Q z, m H z if and only ifL L R
U wy1x Ã wy1x ÃUTr B P B q Tr C P C s k .y L y q R q
 .  p=q.ii All solutions to the problem RP H are parametrized by thek 2
 . p=qformula 3.42 when the parameter h g H is such that2
U wy1x Ã wy1x ÃU :h , h F k y Tr B P B y Tr C P C . 3.44 .y L y q R q
When the matrices P and P are strictly positive, this theorem wasL R
w xproved in 3 .
3.5. The Minimal Norm Solution
 .It follows from 3.43 that the minimal norm solution to the problem
 p=q.RP H is the function H defined ask 2 min
ÃH z s H z q H z Q z , m . 3.45 .  .  .  .  .min L R R
 .LEMMA 3.13. The function H defined by 3.45 admits the representa-min
tion
ÃH z s H z q H z Q z , m , 3.46 .  .  .  .  .min R L R
 .  .where H and Q are the functions gi¨ en by 3.31 and 3.9 , respecti¨ ely,R R
y1U U wy1xÃ ÃH z s B I y zA P B , 3.47 .  . .L q z L y
and
y1U Uwy1xÃB s B q G mI y A y B C P I y mA C . 3.48 4  . .  .y y p y y R p y
 .  .Proof. To check that the formulas 3.45 and 3.46 define the same
function, we begin with the equalities
y1U U wy1xÃQ z , m C y C s B I y zA P zI y A G y B C 3.49 .  . 4 .  .L q q q z L z q q
y1U Uwy1xÃB Q z , m y B s G zI y A y B C P I y zA C . 4 .  .  .y R y p y y R p y
3.50 .
 .  .  .Indeed, substituting 3.8 and 3.36 into the left hand side of 3.49 , taking
 .into account 3.1 , and setting for the shortening
ÃD s mI y A G q G y B C 3.51 . . .z q q
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we get
y1U U wy1xÃQ z , m C y C s B I y mA P D .  .L q q q z L
y1 y1U U wy1xq z y m B I y zA P mI y A B C .  .  .q z L z q q
y1 y1U U wy1xq z y m B I y zA P mI y A .  .  .q z L z
y1U U wy1x= P y A P A II y mA P D. 3.52 4  . .L z L z z L
 .  .  .In view of 3.41 , 3.36 , and 3.51 ,
y1 y1U UP I y zA B s I y zA B , .  .Ran P z q z qL
P D s DRan PL
and therefore,
y1 y1 y1U U U Uwy1x wy1xB I y zA P mI y A P y A P A I y mA P D 4 .  .  .q z L z L z L z z L
y1 y1U U wy1xs B I y zA P mI y A P .  .q z L z Ran PL
y1U U wy1xqP A I y mA P D . 5Ran P z z LL
y1 y1 y1U U U Uwy1x wy1xs B I y zA P mI y A q A I y mA P D .  .  . 5q z L z z z L
y1 y1U U wy1xs B I y zA P mI y A D .  .q z L z
1 y1 y1U U U wy1xq B I y zA y I y mA P D. .  . 5q z z Lz y m
 .Substituting this last equality into 3.52 we obtain
y1 y1U U wy1xÃQ z , m C y C s B I y zA P mI y A .  .  .L q q q z L z
= zI y A D q z y m B C . 4 .z q q
 .  .  .which leads to 3.49 on account of 3.52 . The equality 3.50 can be
obtained quite similarly.
 . y1 U .y1 UMultiplying 3.49 by P I y zA C on the right we receive inR p y
 .  .view of 3.31 and 3.41 ,
ÃQ z , m H z y H z .  .  .L R R
y1 y1U U U Uwy1x y1s B I y zA P zI y A G y B C P I y zA C . . 4 .  .q z L z q q R p y
3.53 .
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 . U  U .y1 wy1xSimilarly, multiplyig 3.50 by B I y zA P on the left we get onq z L
 .  .account of 3.17 and 3.47 ,
ÃH z Q z , m y H z .  .  .L R L
y1 y1U U U Uwy1x y1s B I y zA P G zI y A y B C P I y zA C . 4 .  . .q z L p y y R p y
3.54 .
 .  .  .Subtracting 3.54 from 3.53 and using 2.12 , we get
Ã ÃQ z , m H z y H z s H z Q z , m y H z . .  .  .  .  .  .L R R L R L
 .  .This last equality means that 3.45 and 3.46 define the same function
H .min
 .  .It follows from 3.45 and 3.53 that H can be represented asmin
H z s H z q H z q H z , 3.55 .  .  .  .  .min L R C
 .  .where H , H are given by 3.17 , 3.31 , andL R
y1U U wy1x y1H z s B I y zA P zI y A G y B C P .  4 .  .C q z L z q q R
y1U U= I y zA C . 3.56 .  .p y
In particular, we conclude that the function H does not depend on themin
 .choice of m which is quite natural because H is a unique minimalmin
 p=q.norm solution to the interpolation problem RP H . The representa-k 2
 .  .  .tion 3.55 , in spite of 3.45 and 3.46 , is not orthogonal but nevertheless,
 .more convenient for our further ``symmetric'' purposes. Using 3.45 and
 .3.55 one can reformulate Theorem 3.11 as
m= m  .  .THEOREM 3.14. The set of all functions H g H satisfying 2.8 ] 2.102
is parametrized by the formula
H z s H z q Q z , m h z Q z , 3.57 .  .  .  .  .  .min L R
 .  .  .where Q , Q , and H are the functions gi¨ en by 3.8 , 3.9 , 3.55 ,L R min
respecti¨ ely, and h is the parameter ¨arying in H m= m. The representation2
 .3.57 is orthogonal,
 :  :  :H , H s H , H q h , hmin
U wy1x Ã wy1x ÃU  :s Tr B P B q Tr C P C q h , hy L q q R q
 p=q.and it describes all solutions to the problem RP H when the parameter hk 2
 .satisfies the norm constraint 3.44 .
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 p=q ..4. SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM RP H J , J2 1 2
p=q .In this section we describe the set of all functions H g H J , J2 1 2
 .  .  .which satisfy the interpolation conditions 1.2 ] 1.4 and 2.2 . It was
p=q .mentioned above that for the functions from the class H J , J these2 1 2
 .  .interpolation conditions are equivalent to 2.8 ] 2.11 . By Theorem 3.14,
p=q  .  . all functions H g H for which 2.8 ] 2.10 hold but not necessarily2
 ..  .1.7 are parametrized by the formula 3.57 where H is the functionmin
 .  .  .built after the interpolation data by 3.17 , 3.31 , and 3.56 and h is an
arbitrary function from H p=q. So it suffices to choose the parameter h in2
 .such a way that the function H of the form 3.57 satisfies the symmetry
 .  .relation 1.7 . Note that the special structure of the matrices 2.11 induces
certain symmetry properties of the functions H , Q , and Q .min L R
 .  .LEMMA 4.1. Let P , P be solutions to the Stein equations 3.1 , 3.2L R
and let Pwy1x, Pwy1x be their pseudoin¨ erses. ThenL R
J P J s P , J P J s P ,z L z L p R p R
4.1 .
wy1x wy1x wy1x wy1xJ P J s P , J P J s P ,z L z L p R p R
where J and J are signature matrices defined asz p
0 I 0 In nz pJ s , J s . 4.2 .z pI 0 I 0 / /n nz p
 .Proof. The symmetry relations 4.1 hold in view of the special struc-
 .  .  .ture of the matrices 2.11 . Indeed, from 2.11 and 4.2 ,
J A J s yA , J B s B J , J B s B J , 4.3 .z z z z z q q 1 z y y 2
J A J s yA , C J s J C , C J s J C . 4.4 .p p p p y p 2 y q p 1 q
 .Multiplying 3.1 by J on the left and on the right and using the two firstz
 .equalities from 4.3 we obtain
J P J y A J P J AU s B BU .z L z z z L z z q q
 .  .Thus the matrix J P J satisfies 3.1 , and since 3.1 has a uniquez L z
solution, J P J s P . The symmetry relation for P can be obtainedz L z L R
 .similarly using 4.4 .
 .It follows from the first relation in 4.1 that Ran P and Ker P areL L
invariant subspaces of J , and since P is hermitian,z L
P J s J P . 4.5 .Ran P z z Ran PL L
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 .  .Using 4.5 and the first equality from 4.1 it is easy to check that the
Ä wy1x wy1xmatrix P s J P J satisfies the relationsL z L z
Ä wy1x Ä wy1x Ä wy1xP P s P P s P ,L Ran P Ran P L LL L
Ä wy1x Ä wy1xP P s P P s PL L L L Ran PL
and hence, it is also a Moore]Penrose inverse of P . In view of theL
Ä wy1x wy1xuniqueness of the Moore]Penrose inverse, P s P , which is equiva-L L
 .lent to the third relation in 4.1 . The fourth one can be obtained by the
same way using the equality
P J s J P 4.6 .Ran P p p Ran PR R
 .which in turn follows from the second relation in 4.1 .
 .  .LEMMA 4.2. Let Q z, m , Q z, m , and H be the functions definedL R min
 .  .  .by 3.8 , 3.9 , and 3.55 , respecti¨ ely. Then,
Q yz , ym s J Q z , m J , Q yz , ym s J Q z , m J 4.7 .  .  .  .  .L 1 L 1 R 2 R 2
J H yz J s H z . 4.8 .  .  .1 min 2 min
 .  .  .Proof. To check 4.7 we use 4.3 and the first equality from 4.1 :
y1 y1U U wy1xJ Q z , m J s I q z y m J B I y zA P mI y A B J .  .  .  .1 L 1 p 1 q z L z q 1
y1 y1U U wy1xs I q z y m B J I y zA P mI y A J B .  .  .p q z z L z z q
y1 y1U U wy1xs I q z y m B I y zA J P J mI y A B .  .  .p q z z L z z q
s Q yz , ym . .L
 .The second relation from 4.7 is obtained in much the same way.
 .  .  .Furthermore, on account of 4.1 , 4.3 , and 4.4 and of the equality
J GJ s yGz p
 .  .which follows immediately from the structures 2.11 , 4.2 of the matrices
 .  .  .G, J , and J , we obtain from 3.17 , 3.31 , and 3.56 ,z p
J H yz J s H yz i s L, R , C . 4.9 .  .  .  .1 i 2 i
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 .For example, for i s L the relation 4.9 can be checked as
y1U U y1J H yz J s J B I q zA P B J .  .1 L 2 1 q z L q 2
y1U U y1s B I q zJ A J J P J B .q z z z z L z y
y1U U y1s B I y zA P B s H z . 4.10 .  . .q z L y L
 .  .  .Substituting 4.9 into 3.55 we get 4.8 .
Ä p=p Ä q=qCOROLLARY 4.3. The matrices J g C and J g C defined as1 2
Ä ÄJ s Q m , ym J , J s J Q m , ym . 4.11 .  .  .1 L 1 2 2 R
Ä ÄU Äy1  .are signature matrices: J s J s J i s 1, 2 .i i i
 .  .Proof. Since Q z, m is inner in D and ym g T, the matrix Q ym, mL L
 .is unitary. In view of 3.12 ,
Q m , ym Q ym , m s I 4.12 .  .  .L L p
and therefore
Q m , ym J 2 Q m , ym U s Qy1 ym , m Q ym , m yU s I .  .  .  .L 1 L L L p
Ä  .which means that the matrix J defined by 4.11 is unitary. Furthermore,1
 .  .on account of 4.7 and 4.12 ,
Ä2J s Q m , ym J Q m , ym J s Q m , ym Q ym , m s I . .  .  .  .1 L 1 L 1 L L p
Ä ÄU Ä2 Ä ÄU Ä2Thus J J s J s I and quite similarly, J J s J s I which ends the1 1 1 p 2 2 2 q
proof.
p=q Ä Ä .Following Definition 1.1 we denote by H J , J the subspace of2 1 2
H p=q which consists of all functions h g H p=q which satisfy the symmetry2 2
relation
Ä Äh z s J h yz J , 4.13 .  .  .1 2
Ä Äwhere m is a fixed point on T and J , J are the signature matrices defined1 2
 .by 4.11 .
 .  .  .  .LEMMA 4.4. The function G z s Q z, m h z Q z, m belongs toL R
p=q p=q Ä Ä .  .H J , J if and only if h g H J , J .2 1 2 2 1 2
 .Proof. Setting in 3.12 n s ym we obtain
Q m , ym Q z , m s Q z , ym .  .  .R R R
4.14 .
Q z , m Q m , ym s Q z , ym .  .  .L L L
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 .which together with 4.7 leads to
J G yz J s J Q yz , m h yz Q yz , m J .  .  .  .1 2 1 L R 2
s Q z , ym J h yz J Q z , ym .  .  .L 1 2 R
s Q z , m Q m , ym J h yz J Q m , ym Q z , m . .  .  .  .  .L L 1 2 R R
 .Since det Q k 0, det Q k 0, the last expression equals Q z, mR R L
 .  .  p=q ..  . h z Q z, m i.e., G g H J , J if and only if 4.13 is in force i.e., ifR 2 1 2
p=q Ä Ä ..and only if h g H J , J .2 1 2
 p=q ..THEOREM 4.5. All solutions to the problem RP H J , J are2 1 2
 .parametrized by the formula 3.57 where Q , Q , and H are the functionsL R min
 .  .  .  .built from the interpolation data 2.11 by 3.8 , 3.9 , 3.55 , respecti¨ ely, and
p=q Ä Ä .h is a free parameter in H J , J .2 1 2
 .Proof. By Theorem 3.14, the formula 3.57 describes all functions
p=q  .  .H g H satisfying conditions 2.8 ] 2.10 when the parameter h varies2
p=q p=q .in H . By Lemma 4.2, H g H J , J and according to Lemma2 min 2 1 2
 . p=q .4.4, the second term in 3.57 belongs to H J , J if and only if the2 1 2
p=q Ä Ä .corresponding parameter h belongs to H J , J .2 1 2
It is easy to see that the set of all solutions to the problem
 p=q ..RP H J , J is described by Theorem 3.12 with the parameter hk 2 1 2
p=q Ä Ä p=q .varying in H J , J instead of H .2 1 2 2
To conclude this section we discuss the left-sided problem
 p=q .. p=q .  .LRP H J , J : to find all functions H g H J , J satisfying 1.2F 2 1 2 2 1 2
 .and the constraint 1.6 . We have seen that for the functions from the class
p=q .  .H J , J the left condition 1.2 induces the left supplementary condi-2 1 2
 .  .tion 2.4 together with which makes up the left condition 2.8 . According
p=q Ä p=q .to Definition 1.1 we denote by H J , J the subspace of H which2 1 2 2
Ã p=qconsists of all functions H g H which satisfy the symmetry relation2
Ã Ä Ã ÄH z s J H yz J J s Q m , ym J . 4.15 .  .  .  . .1 2 1 L 1
THEOREM 4.6.
 .  p=q. U wy1xi The problem LRP H is sol¨ able if and only if B P B F FF 2 y L y
 . U wy1xand it has a unique solution H z if and only if B P B s F.L y L y
 .  p=q ..ii All solutions to the problem LRP H J , J are parametrizedF 2 1 2
 .by the formula 3.26 where Q and H are the functions built from theL L
Ã .  .  .interpolation data 2.11 by 3.8 , 3.17 , respecti¨ ely, and H is a free parame-
p=q Ä .ter in H J , J such that2 1 2
U wy1xÃ ÃH , H F F y B P B .y L y
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p=q  .Proof. By Theorem 3.6, all functions H g H which satisfy 2.8 are2
Ã p=q .parametrized by the formula 3.26 when the parameter H varies in H .2
 . p=q .The formula 4.10 means that H g H J , J . Furthermore, in viewL 2 1 2
 .  .of 4.7 and 4.14 ,
ÃJ C yz J s J Q yz , m H yz J .  .  .1 2 1 L 2
Ãs Q z , ym J H yz J .  .L 1 2
Ãs Q z , m Q m , ym J H yz J . .  .  .L L 1 2
Ã .  . Since det Q k 0, the last expression equals Q z, m H z i.e., C gL L
p=q Ã ..  . H J , J if and only if 4.15 is in force i.e., if and only if H g2 1 2
p=q Ä ..  .H J , J . Therefore, the function H of the form 3.26 belongs to2 1 2
p=q Ã .H J , J if and only if the corresponding parameter H belongs to2 1 2
p=q Ä .  .H J , J . By Lemma 3.7, the representation 3.26 is orthogonal with2 1 2
 .  .respect to the form 1.6 , which both with 3.18 leads to
U wy1xÃ Ã Ã Ãw x w xH , H s H , H q Q H , Q H s B P B q H , H F FL L L L y L y
and ends the proof of theorem.
5. H m= m-FUNCTIONS, J-SELFADJOINT ON THE2
REAL AXIS
In this section we describe the set of all functions H g H m= m which2
 .  .  .  .satisfy the interpolation conditions 1.2 ] 1.4 , 2.16 , 2.17 , and the sym-
 .metry relation 1.8 . It was shown in Section 2 that all such functions
 .  .satisfy the interpolation conditions 2.8 ] 2.10 with interpolation data
 .matrices 2.22 .
 .  .LEMMA 5.1. Let P , P be the solutions of the Stein equations 3.1 , 3.2L R
and let Pwy1x, Pwy1x be their pseudoin¨ erses. ThenL R
JP JU s P , JPwy1xJU s Pwy1x , 5.1 .L R L R
where J is the unitary matrix defined as
0 Inp
J s . 5.2 .I 0 /nz
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 .Proof. As was mentioned above, the symmetry relations 3.1 hold in
 .  .view of a special structure of matrices 2.22 . Indeed, on account of 2.22 ,
 .5.2 ,
JA JU s AU , JB s CU J ,z p q y
5.3 .
U UJB s C J , JGJ s G ,y q
 . UMultiplying 3.1 by J on the left and by J on the right and using the two
 .first equalities from 5.3 we obtain
JP JU y AU JP JUA s B BU .L p L p q q
U  .  .Thus the matrix JP J satisfies 3.2 , and since 3.2 has a unique solution,L
JP JU s P . This last equality implies in particular that J maps Ran PL R L
onto Ran P and Ker P onto Ker P . Since P is hermitian,R L R L
JP s P J. 5.4 .Ran P Ran PL L
 .  .Using 2.14 and the first relation from 5.1 it is easy to check that the
Ä wy1x wy1x Umatrix P s JP J satisfies the relationsR L
Ä wy1x Ä wy1x Ä wy1xP P s P P s P ,R Ran P Ran P R RR R
Ä wy1x Ä wy1xP P s P P s PR R R R Ran PR
and hence, it is also a pseudoinverse of P . In view of the uniqueness ofR
Ä wy1x wy1xthe pseudoinverse, P s P , which leads to the second relation inR R
 .5.1 .
 .  .LEMMA 5.2. Let Q z, m , Q z, m , H , H , and H be the functionsL R L R C
 .  .  .  .  .defined by 3.8 , 3.9 , 3.17 , 3.31 , and 3.56 , respecti¨ ely. Then,
U
JQ z , m J s Q z , m 5.5 .  .  .L R
U U
JH z J s H z , JH z J s H z . 5.6 .  .  .  .  .L R C C
 .  .  .Proof. The proof is computational. To check 5.5 we use 3.8 , 3.9 ,
 .and 5.3 :
y1y1U U U wy1xJQ z , m J s I q z y m J B I y zA P mI y A B J .  .  .  .L m q z L z q
y1y1U U Uwy1xs I q z y m C J I y zA P m y A J C .  .  .m y z L z y
y1y1 U U Uwy1xs I q z y m C I y zA JP J mI y A C .  .  .m y p L p y
y1y1 U Uwy1xs I q z y m C I y zA P mI y A C .  .  .m y p R p y
s Q z , m . .R
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 .  .  .  .Similarly, on account of 3.17 , 3.31 , 5.1 , and 5.3 ,
y1U U wy1xJH z J s J B P I y zA B J .  .L y L z q
y1U U Uwy1xs C JP J I y zJA J J C .q L z q
y1U Uwy1xs C P I y zA C s H z .  .q R p q R
 .  .  .and in view of 3.56 , 5.3 , and 2.12 ,
U y1 U Uy1JH z J s JC I y zA P G zI y A y B C .  .  4 .C y p R z y y
y1wy1x= P I y zA B J .L z q
y1U U wy1xs B I y zA P G zI y A y B C 4 . .z L p y y
y1U Uy1= P I y zA C .R p y
s H z . .C
 .  .In particular, we conclude from 3.55 and 5.6 that
U
JH z J s H z . 5.7 .  .  .min min
 m=m ..THEOREM 5.3. All solutions to the problem RP H J are2
 .parametrized by the formula 3.57 where Q , Q , and H are the functionsL R min
 .  .  .  .built from the interpolation data 2.22 by 3.8 , 3.9 , 3.55 , respecti¨ ely, and
h is a free parameter in H p=q such that2
U
h z s Q m , m Jh z JQ m , m . 5.8 .  .  .  .  .L R
 .  .If h satisfies also the constraint 3.44 , the formula 3.57 gi¨ es all solutions to
 m= m ..the problem RP H J .k 2
Proof. In view of Theorem 3.14, it remains to show that the function H
 . m= m .of the form 3.57 belongs to H J if and only if the corresponding2
 .  .parameter h is subject to constraint 5.8 . On account of 5.7 , H gmin
m= m .H J . By Definition 1.2, the second term in the right hand side of2
 . m= m .3.57 belongs to H J if and only if the corresponding parameter h is2
subject to
U U U
Q z , m h z Q z , m s JQ z , m h z Q z , m J .  .  .  .  .  .L R R L
 .which in view of 5.5 can be rewritten as
U
Q z , m h z Q z , m s Q z , m Jh z JQ z , m . 5.9 .  .  .  .  .  .  .L R L R
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 .It follows from the chain identities 3.12 that
Q z , m s Q z , m Q m , m and .  .  .L L L
Q z , m s Q m , m Q z , m .  .  .R R R
 .which being substituted into 5.9 lead in view of the nondegeneracy of Q ,L
 .Q , to the constraint 5.8 .R
U .  .   ..Remark 5.4. It follows from 5.5 that Q m, m J s JQ m, m andL R
 .  .therefore the symmetry relation 5.8 can be written in the form h z s
U U .  . Uh z U where U s Q m, m J is a unitary but in general not aL
.signature matrix.
6. SYMMETRIC H m= m-FUNCTIONS2
 m= m.In this section we consider the problem RP H , whose interpolation2, S
 .  .conditions can be reduced to 2.8 ] 2.10 with the matrices C , C , A ,q y p
 .A , B , B , G defined by 2.29 . These seven matrices satisfy the Sylvesterz q y
 .equation 2.12 and the symmetry relations
JA JT s AT , JB s CT ,z p q y
6.1 .
JB s CT , JGJ s GT ,y q
 .where J is the orthogonal matrix defined by 5.2 . Repeating the arguments
from the proof of Lemma 5.1 one can get
JP JU s PT , JPwy1xJU s PwyT x , 6.2 .L R L R
 .  .where P , P are the solutions to the Stein equations 3.1 , 3.2 andL R
where PwyT x denotes the pseudoinverse to the transposed matrix PT.R R
 .  .LEMMA 6.1. Let Q z, m , Q z, m , H , H , and H be the functionsL R L R C
 .  .  .  .  .defined by 3.8 , 3.9 , 3.17 , 3.31 , and 3.56 , respecti¨ ely, from the
 .interpolation data 2.29 . Then,
T T
Q z , m s Q z , m , H z s H z , .  .  .  .L R L R 6.3 .TH z s H z . .  .C C
The corresponding calculations are close to the proof of Lemma 3.2 and
 .  .use only the symmetries 6.1 , 6.2 .
 m= m.THEOREM 6.2. All solutions to the problem RP H are parametrized2, S
 . m= mby the formula 3.57 when the parameter h ¨aries in H .2, S
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Proof. According to Theorem 3.14, it suffices to choose the parameter
 .h in such a way that the function H of the form 3.57 would be symmetric.
 .  .  .T  .In view of 3.55 and 6.3 , H z s H z . Therefore, H of the formmin min
 .3.57 is symmetric if and only if
T T T
Q z , m h z Q z , m s Q z , m h z Q z , m .  .  .  .  .  .L R R L
 .  .  .Twhich in view of the first relation from 6.3 is equivalent to h z s h z .
 m= m.It is easily seen that all solutions to the problem RP H correspondk 2, S
exactly to the parameters h g H m= m which satisfy the norm constraint2, S
 . w x3.44 . In the rational case, this theorem is Theorem 4.6 of 13 .
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